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At Work For You

MANTO® G3

First choice for large wall areas
When large wall areas are to
be formed, MANTO® is first
choice. Quality, functionality
and flexibility are the key
criteria that have made the
system one of the most
widely used formwork
systems in industrial and
infrastructure construction.
MANTO® also proves
its strength in residential
construction regularly.

Now the new generation of MANTO® is
on the starting line, die G3. Its particular
bonus: The tie system can be selected
at will, including particularly efficient
one-sided ties. In addition, the plastic
formwork skin delivers a high-quality,
smooth concrete finish.
Flexible and easy tying
MANTO® G3 makes tying flexible and
easy. Bigger tying apertures permit
tie play up to ± 2.5°, making work
easier. Interchangeable plastic inserts
protect the tying apertures from dirt
and concrete. At the same time they
enable rapid adaptation to the various
tie systems. Efficient single-sided tying
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is possible with the PLATINUM 100
tie system, but also with a special
MANTO® DW 15 tie.
The traditional DW 15 and DW 20 can
also be used with no problem, as can
she-bolt and taper ties.
The wall thickness can be infinitely
adjusted when using single-sided ties
with the PLATINUM 100 tie system.
Marks at 2.5 cm intervals make
measurement easy.

Product benefits

Flexible: Various tie systems can be used. Here, the efficient PLATINUM 100 tie for
single-sided tying and taper ties for classic, two-sided tying

MANTO® G3

Interchangeable
plastic inserts
protect the tie
hole from dirt

Time and cost savings in erection and dismantling thanks to the possibility of single-sided
tying
Rapid adaptation to different tie systems thanks to plastic inserts
Excellent efficiency thanks to tie hole reinforcements built into the frame, which protect the
formwork skin and the tie tube from damage.
Clean and tidy working thanks to plastic inserts, which protect the tie openings from dirt
Sealing cones of the single-sided tie can be used multiple times
Compatible with tried and tested MANTO® and in some areas with the PLATINUM 100
formwork system from Hünnebeck

The MR DW 15 tie has been
developed for the efficient
single-sided tying.

MANTO® G3

Strong panels
The new panels also offer
numerous advantages:
For example, the vertical
bars increase the durability
of the panels.

The vertical bars increase the stability
of the panels and offer additional connection options for accessories.
The central vertical bars also stabilize
the system. In addition, they also serve
as quick connectors for aligning struts
and hence for the rapid alignment and
securing of formwork from ground
level.

Rigid corner for greater stability
The new rigid corner element makes bracing elements
superfluous. The cross bars have the same profile as the
panel, enabling seamless transition. The elimination of
open profiles reduces contamination and hence cleaning
costs. The crane hook is engaged in the center, leading to
greater safety and stability.

The MANTO® G3 panels offer the option
of integrated brackets for standard
connectors. A universal formwork
platform system also ensures safe
working during erection, concreting
and dismantling.

Detailed view of the corner. The one-sided PLATINUM 100
tie is easily visible, as is the bracket for the crane hook

Integrated parking position available for standard connectors

The new rigid corner element
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MANTO® G3

Stable and efficient plastic
formwork skin
The 19 mm plastic formwork skin produces a smooth, high-quality concrete finish.
The plastic formwork skin is durable; the service life is further increased by steel-clad
tie openings, which reduce damage by the tie rods. Cleaning costs are also minimized.
This makes it particularly efficient.

Cross section of the formwork skin with tying aperture and sealing cone

Tying aperture, sleeve and sealing cone
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Technical data, MANTO® G3
Product description

Crane-mounted large area formwork for walls

Panel widths

30 | 45 | 60 | 75 | 90 | 105 | 120 | 240 cm

Panel heights

120 | 270 | 330 cm

Multipurpose panels

75 x 120 | 75 x 270 | 75 x 330 cm

Profile height

14 cm steel frame profile (closed)

Formwork skin

ECOPLY full plastic formwork skin (19 mm thickness)

Average weight

47 to 75 kg/m2 (including connectors)

Max. concrete pressure

80 kN/m2 (line 6, partially also line 7)

Corrosion protection

Steel frame and connectors fully hot-dip galvanized

Relevant standards

Meets EN 1993 | DIN 18202 | DIN 18218 | DIN 18216

Standard connection

Aligning panel clamps (aligned and flush connection) | Tapered alignment coupler

Special connection

Adjustable alignment clamps | Corner clamps | Universal connectors

Internal corners

35/35 cm

Hinged corners

60° up to max. 175° angle

External corners

Basic panel with corner clamps

Installation/stripping times

t = 0.2 – 0.4 hours/m2*

Special features

• Large panels 240 | 360 | 480 x 270 cm
• MANTO® shaft corner for easier forming of shafts
• Comprehensive accessories program
• Flexible choice of tie system
• Possibility of single-sided tying

Steel-clad tying aperture with sealing cone

* Hünnebeck’s own measurements

MANTO® G3

Useful accessories leave
nothing to be desired
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Multi-system accessories

DW 15 multi-bolt

Crane hook plus

Tapered alignment coupler

Lift bar

The rapid strut connector enables the quick connection of
alignment struts. The connector can be fitted vertically and
horizontally

The platform step makes working on formwork easier

The lattice box enables the storage of connectors, tie nuts, etc. It can also be attached to a
trolley and moved by crane. The ease of handling saves considerable crane time – a distinct
improvement for warehousing and logistics.

MANTO® G3

Fair faced concrete with
version MANTO G3 M

The universal formwork platform

The version MANTO G3 M has internal tying points for fair faced concrete requirements
and enables an orderly tie pattern. The accessories of G3 and G3 M can be used with
both systems.

The universal load class 2
formwork platform
(150 kg/m2) can be mounted
on both the RASTO® and the
MANTO® formwork system.
Only the respective adapters
are system-specific. The
platform can be used both
as a concreting platform and
as an intermediate platform.

Technical data, MANTO® G3 M
The MANTO® G3 M differs from the MANTO® G3 in the following points:
Product description

Crane-mounted large area formwork for walls

Panel widths

60 | 90 | 120 | 240 cm

Panel heights

120 | 270 | 330 cm

Average weight

55 to 83 kg/m2 (including connectors)

Product benefits
MANTO® G3 M

Time and cost savings in erection and dismantling thanks to the possibility of single-sided
tying.
Rapid adaptation to different tie systems thanks to plastic inserts
Internal tying points for fair-faced concrete requirements
Excellent efficiency thanks to tie hole reinforcements built into the frame, which protect the
formwork skin and the tie tube from damage.
Clean and tidy working thanks to plastic inserts, which protect the tie openings from dirt
Sealing cones of the single-sided tie can be used multiple times

The universal formwork platform

Safety is built into the platform:
It is automatically locked when when
hooked in place by crane. There is
already 360° side protection when
stepping onto the platform for the first
time. The crane can be attached and
released without PSE. The bracket can
be adjusted by 5 cm using the adapter.
Trip hazards can thus be avoided.
The platform is also highly flexible. The
brackets are arranged on the panel as
required. They are not supported from
below, which means more room

for accessories and planning can be
flexible. The pads on the brackets can
also be flexibly arranged. There is no
prescribed grid pattern. System pads
are used as compensation pads. The
front railings with the door function
swing open in both directions and lock
at 90°.
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